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Petri Net-based Security

*Rafael Accorsi, Tadao Murata, and Silvio Ranise*

**Tuesday, 26th June**

09:00 - Invited Talk (Room B-201 Informatics Campus):
Karsten Wolf
*Developing and Integrating Petri net tools - an experience report*

10:00 - Break

10:15 - Session 1 (Room D-125 Informatics Campus):

Carlo Ferigato, Elisabetta Mangioni - *Inference of Local Properties in Petri Nets Composed through an Interface*

Michael Köhler-Bußmeier - *Analysing Model Transformations in SONAR*


11:45 - Break

12:00 - Poster- and Tool-Session (Room: D-125 Informatics Campus)

12:30 - Poster- and Tool-Demo (Room: D-125 Informatics Campus)

13:15 - Lunch

15:00 - Joint Session with PNSE (Room: C-221 Informatics Campus)

Kamila Agata Barylska and Edward Ochmański - *Hierarchy of persistency with respect to the length of action’s disability*

Anna Dedova and Laure Petrucci - *From Code to Coloured Petri Nets: Modelling Guidelines*

Closing

16:15 - Break

16:45 - Invited Talk (Room B-201 Informatics Campus):
Wolfgang Reisig
*What should we teach about Petri nets?*

17:45 - End of talks